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A developer friendly journal* for research 
software packages

> A formal peer review process that is designed to improve the quality of 
the software submitted. 

> If your software is already well documented then paper preparation should 
take no more than an hour. 

JOSS is a HACK. 

* Other venues exist for publishing papers about software
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Year 1: 104 (8.6 papers/month)

Year 2: 181 (15.3 papers/month)

Year 3: 281 (23.4 papers/month) 
Year 4: 22 so far (29.1 papers/month)

Accepted papers per month


















Partnering with existing publishers for software review




Citation (and cross-linking) of papers
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People like our robot (Whedon)



Some things I’m thinking about…


- How can automation improve the efficiency of software communities?

- What roles can robots (like Whedon) play in supporting the processes of community 
building and building software (including review)?

- Does it matter if the bot ‘summoned’? (e.g. @whedon do task vs Probot’s respond to 
action) 

- Are there things that robots can do as community members that humans can’t (easily) 
do? 

- What is the boundary between simple automation and a robot see e.g. Kate Compton 
(tracery.io), Bot Poetics 

http://tracery.io


Thanks


arfon.smith@gmail.com / @arfon 
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